Texas RE has compiled important Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) information to ensure stakeholders are aware of our response activities and to share useful resources.

**Texas RE Office Status**

Work from Home: March 16 - April 6*

*Subject to change

**Texas RE COVID-19 Announcements**

- Texas RE COVID-19 Response
- Spring Workshop Updated Agenda
- Spring Workshop to be Conducted Via Webex
- Future Updates to Come...

**Attention Registered Entities**

Texas RE (under guidance from NERC) is adjusting procedures that normally include on-site activity with registered entities. Texas RE understands the challenges presented by current circumstances and will implement online meetings whenever possible and/or maintain flexibility for scheduling and deliverable timelines. Please make Texas RE aware of any newly implemented company policies that could impact compliance monitoring, reliability services, or enforcement processes. If a staffing limitation will impact your ability to efficiently facilitate any Texas RE process, we will collaborate with you to determine appropriate next steps.

To contact Texas RE call 512-583-4900, or email Information@TexasRE.org. For specific inquiries see our Contact Us page.